Conference Walkthrough

Every conference in Books 1–3 shows you how to teach a specific
writing strategy, craft technique, or point of grammar or mechanics. The predictable features of each conference model a framework
for teaching a student effectively. In addition, marginal notes offer
coaching, background information, and/or ideas for modifying the
conference.
The first four sections help you prepare for the conference:

ø The What You Find
section describes the area of
need to be addressed in the
conference.

ø Conference Purpose is a
concise summary of the main
teaching point.

ø The Model Text section
lists the model texts or writing
samples used to teach the
strategy or craft technique.
ø A Materials section
appears if you will need
additional writing tools to
teach the conference.
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The conference teaching language begins after these four sections.
It models how to begin a conference by offering feedback to the
student. It shows how to talk about the area of need and name and
define the writing strategy, craft technique, or point of grammar or
mechanics that you will teach. The teaching language is followed by
five sections:

ø The Explain a Strategy
section offers a clear, explicit
explanation of how writers use
a writing strategy.
ø Share Your Writing
models how to use your own
piece of writing to teach a
strategy, technique, or point of
grammar or mechanics.
ø The Share a Model
Text section models how to
teach an aspect of writer’s
craft using an excerpt from
children’s literature or a
nonfiction piece. You can use
the models provided or try
one of your favorites.
ø The Coach the Student
section gives you scaffolding
questions to help you guide
the student to try what you’ve
just taught.

ø Link to the Student’s
Writing shows how to wrap
up the conference. It models
how to explain what you
would like the student to do
right now in his own writing
and helps you summarize the
teaching point.
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In addition to these sections, which form the bulk of the
conference, three sections sometimes appear, which provide
further information:

ø The Follow-Up section
gives ideas for modifying the
conference during subsequent
units of study and/or ideas for
additional conferences about
the same topic.
ø Modifications for
Nonfiction Genres provides
guidelines for adapting the
conference for use with
students who are writing in
nonfiction genres.
ø A Sources section
appears when applicable
that shares the inspiration for
the conference and provides
references to the professional
literature.
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